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PART 3: THE COUNTDOWN STARTS
Five weeks until JEEC 2014 left. Time to awake from hibernation,  get into shape and dust off your 
equipment. Also time to give you some useful information.

What you will need
• Umpire pants (heather gray or charcoal), best to bring an extra pair
• Field shoes (no spikes) and shoeblack equipment
• Mask, chest protector, shin guards, cup, indicator, brush

• Gloves and warm underwear (optional)
You won’t need plate shoes and ball bags. 

You also don’t need shirt, cap and 
jacket if you ordered a clinic package. 
Otherwise bring a navy uniform with 
you.
• Notebook and pencil: In 5 days we 

try to stuff a lot of know-how into your 
brain, so if you won’t forget everything it 

is a good idea to make notes, many notes 
(we don’t charge you extra for this 

information). Of course you will get some handouts too. A memory 
stick will be useful if you intend to copy some videos or other files.

Registration
Registration will be possible on Sunday, April 6th from 4.00 pm to 

6.00 pm at the hotel, this takes just a few minutes. There you will get the 
room key and – if ordered – your clinic uniform.

Money
Austria is part of the European currency union, so we use the Euro 

here. If you arranged payment at clinic bring the money cash in Euro to 
the registration at the hotel (no dollars, lira or cowry shells), also for clinic 
uniform package (35€) and additional contribution for single room (60€, if 
you preordered one). 

Dress Code
We wear uniforms (clinic shirt and grey pants) in the classroom and 

on the field, no hats in enclosed rooms.

No sunglasses on the 
field (only if you must use 
them for medical reasons)! 
We want you to use your 
eyes properly on the field and also want to see them doing it.

Photos
We will have a professional photographer and all photos will be 

uploaded at the JEEC homepage. Private photography in the classroom 
and on the field is allowed with permission only. Between the lessons of 
course feel free to take as many shots as you want (or your memory card 
can take).

Meals
Breakfast and lunch is included in the clinic fee, dinner package is 

50€ extra. Most of you booked dinner, for all others we will prepare a list 
of shops and restaurants near the hotel. On Friday evening we organize a 
little banquet for everyone with buffet, speeches and handout of clinic 
certificates. Maybe there is more program but this is still a secret.

Transfers
From Monday through Friday we have to drive once a day to the field 

and back to the hotel. It’s just a short 5 minutes’ drive by car and we will 
establish fixed carpools for the whole week.

Weather conditions
These are very hard to predict. Beginning of April in Austria we can 

have sunny warm weather but also rain, wind and maybe snow. Anyway 
we try to be on the field as much as possible. A little bit of rain and cold 
temperatures cannot scare us! Gloves and warm underwear will help to 
survive.
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